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More British Holidaymakers are Getting Married Abroad

Just in time for Valentine’sDay, a new consumer study has revealed that more British travellers
chose to get married abroad in 2010 compared to 2005, which could be due to cheaper
holidays and even less expensive wedding ceremonies, say Ulookubook.com.

(PRWebUK) February 8, 2011 -- A new survey by consumer research group Mintel has revealed that 18% of
Brits opted to get married abroad last year, which marks a significant increase in the popularity of getting
married abroad, with the current figures showing a 27% increase in British holidaymakers marrying abroad
between 2005 and 2010. But this number could soon increase, thanks to cheaper flights and the relative ease of
organising a wedding abroad, say ulookubook.com.

Ian Raine of ulookubook.com, comments: “Mintel’s findings will come as no surprise to many people working
in the travel industry, as arranging getting married aboard has become so much easier to do compared to five
years ago. Many couples have also found that the cost of booking a holiday abroad is a lot less expensive than a
traditional wedding in the UK, with the average wedding abroad costing £6,585, compared to just under
£20,000 for a wedding at home in Britain.”

While the relatively cost of getting married abroad was seen as a deciding factor for many couples, 13% of
respondents said that they wanted to get married aboard so they could “do something extraordinary”, a further
28% said they wanted to get married abroad so that they could “relax”. While it used to be difficult for British
citizens planning to get married abroad, information on the topic is now readily available from the British
Foreign and Commonwealth Office who can provide vital information to couples who wish to get married
abroad, which can make the whole process much easier.

Raine continues: “Many people believe that getting married in another country will be less stressful than getting
married in the UK, which can be very true, as guests were found to be less likely to go to a wedding abroad,
with just 15% opting to travel in 2010, compared to 19% in 2008. This makes the wedding process much more
personal and ensures that the wedding is much more intimate than a traditional family wedding with countless
guests, and the pressure of choosing a menu. While the old cliché of eloping may be more or less redundant, it’s
very heartening to see that more and more people are choosing to go abroad for their big day.”

About ulookubook.com:
ulookubook.com is part of The Holiday Discount Centre, a member of ABTA (J4901) and Advantage (the
largest travel consortium in the UK). Based in the UK, they have over 30 experienced travel advisors and have
booked over 300,000 passengers via the internet.

ulookubook.com are not owned by any major tour operator, allowing them to offer free impartial travel advice
and promote a wider range of holiday offers from various suppliers including Thomson, First Choice, Thomas
Cook and many more.

What makes ulookubook.com prices stand out from the crowd is not only do they offer already cheap holiday
deals, they also offer an extra on-line discount plus a price guarantee. Their website allows customers to have
full flexibility in their search criteria giving something more than just a bog standard one/two week holiday.
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With deals like this, why would you want to search for a holiday elsewhere?
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Contact Information
Ian Raine
ulookubook.com
http://www.ulookubook.com/
+44 (0) 191 244 6198

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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